Abstract: For AD HOC network designing, disorder transmission which exits in chaos procedure is a challenge how to make sure successful communication without pre-coordinate or back-off-retransmission, this paper base on the ISA-MAC algorithm made by author mentioned in conference and analyze the system throughput, and try to prove its commodity.
INTRODUCTION
ISA-MAC is a kind of chaos channel transmission algorithm, in which transmission signal will collapse for hitting each other due to lacking of pre-ordering or coordination. Traditionally, the technical articles are raised as ALOHA, CSMA previously, which is bad real-time for "back-off" brought by channel collision or technology difficulty by sensing. Later, TDMA raised and used communication-order to improve the successful delivery of probability, but also to accompany the negative effect including time-delay, transmission -sync and extra message cost, so chaos channel transmission is a very important subject, which is a key and provides Ad Hoc system with the capability of real-time, flexible deployment without schedule. ISA-MAC is good at solving the hit problem in chaos channel due to the idea comprising of sub-packet transmission and Concatenated Coding, which is good at reducing hit-probability and correcting damaged-message respectively. This paper will not focus on the specific of ISA-MAC, and more detail can be referenced in paper [1] , but Section 2 will briefly describe the model for theory analysis. Section 4 simulates the theory analysis and draws a conclusion.
IAS-MAC MODEL REVIEW BRIEFLY
The flow of ISA-MAC protocol as follows:
The flow chart Starts from initialization/idle status, if MAC receives some business information from network layer, this information should be sequenced according to the priority define. If the priority is high, the information will be sent immediately. Otherwise, the information will be pushed into stack and waiting for sending until no higher priority information.
At the moment to send information, system will judge if the information is expired or not. If it is, system will abandon it and pick up the next one to see which one is unexpired. If it is not, system will make a judgment on the basis of channel possession status and will decide the amount of communication traffic that exceeds the channel threshold or not. After all, multi-signal exists and transmits in space at the time, they will interrupt each other and worsen SNR. Even if system provide FH-TH and concatenated coding technique to lighten influence, but space channel is limited, the communication can't be executed when the SNR is too low to be accepted and the quality of communication cannot be tolerated either. If the possession status is fine, the sub-frame through time jitter will be transmitted at the spot proposed by hopping pattern. If the channel is full, the transmission will be delayed on some algorithm, like binary back off. During back off or before transmission, if there is a new information whose priority is higher than old one, the old one will be pushed into stack and retransmit only if it is still fresh after the new finishing of transition.
After the transmission is over, system check queue will stack and take the next one to send, if the stack is empty, the flow chart will switch to idle and expect new business data arrival.
MATHMETICAL MODEL
The throughput model supposing the channel noise would be ignored, and M users exist in system, where design 0~2^n kinds of messages, 0 presents no message, and 1~2^n presents the message with length n respectively. Set y as the output of channel: 
P presents the probability of no message, so the probability of transmission of 1~2^n kinds of message would be (1 p) 2 n respectively, under the condition, to make sure the stability of system and build expression as following:
Then, in chaos channel, message would be damaged for overlapping caused by transmission competition, set 1 p as the probability of transmission, 2 p should present the probability of no hitting. So according to (1) , induce the amount of information of single user:
And the expression of throughput of system as below:
Differentiate p, can get the outcome that T will get max value when
Refer to the coding model mentioned in reference [1] , before transmission, the message would be encoded by outercode and will interleave orderly, later, and will be divided into sub-frame with same length finally. The sub-frame would be Encoded with inner-coder either, and will be transmitted. During transmitting in space, the probability of collision is so high without ordering or coordinating in advance. If collision happens and sub-frame is damaged, the system can use inner-code to correct error and recover the subinformation, if not to abandon the sub-frame. If sub-frame is damaged so hard and can't be fixed by inner-code, the system still can use the error correction of outer-code to overcome the error and recover the original information, which improves the ability of transmission.
If some user has a message to send, set 1 p as the probability of transmission during the period decided by the length of message and the duration of single bit, so
should be the probability of avoiding, 1 1 M p should be the probability of losing respectively, reasonably. In case that sub-frame could be recovered in the condition that the damage rate is less than f, the probability of recovery as following: 
